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Results

Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Total GA, Military, Air Tour and Air Tour Related (25% Time Audible in 96.3% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Total GA, Military, Commercial
(25% Time Audible in 99.0% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Commercial Air Tours
(25% Time Audible in 38.4% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

GC West
(25% Time Audible in 7.3% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Transportation, Repositioning, etc.
(25% Time Audible in 10.3% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Over the Edge

(25% Time Audible in 4.6% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Bar 10
(25% Time Audible in 0.0% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Grand Canyon National Park
Scenario: Total Air Tour and Air Tour Related, Metric: Time Audible

Total Air Tours and Air Tour Related
(25% Time Audible in 46.1% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

General Aviation
(25% Time Audible in 69.7% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Military
(25% Time Audible in 0.0% of the park)
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Distribution of Aircraft Sounds Throughout the “Peak Day”

Commercial
(25% Time Audible in 92.2% of the park)